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This paper explores belief revision for belief states in whi h an agent's beliefs as
well as his justi ations for these beliefs are expli itly represented in the ontext
of type theory. This allows for a dedu tive perspe tive on belief revision whi h an
be implemented using existing ma hinery for dedu tive reasoning.

1 Introdu tion
An agent who keeps expanding his belief state with new information may
rea h a stage where his beliefs have be ome in onsistent, and his belief state
has to be adapted to regain onsisten y. In studying this problem of \belief
revision", the justi ations an agent has for his beliefs are not usually onsidered as rst- lass itizens. The two main approa hes for dealing with belief
revision (foundation and oheren e theories5) represent justi ations of beliefs
impli itly (e.g. as relations between beliefs in foundations theory) rather than
as obje ts in their own right whi h are expli itly represented in the formalisation of belief states and belief hange operations. In this paper, we explore
belief revision for belief states in whi h justi ations are rst- lass itizens.
Our motivation for investigating belief revision along these lines stems
from working on knowledge representation in type theory2 in the DenKproje t4. In this proje t a formal model was made of a spe i ommuni ation
situation, and based on this model, a human- omputer interfa e was implemented. Both in the model and in the system, the belief states of agents were
formalised as type theoreti al ontexts. This means that an agent's beliefs
are represented in a binary format, where one part of the expression is the
proposition believed by the agent and the other the justi ation the agent has
for this parti ular belief. Both parts are synta ti obje ts in their own right,
and an be al ulated upon by means of the rules of the type theory. This way
of representing beliefs turns justi ations into rst- lass itizens, and proved
to be very fruitful for the purposes of the proje t.
At that time me hanisms for belief revision were not investigated but it
be ame lear that given this formalisation of belief states there is a straightforward dedu tive approa h to the problem: sin e every belief is a ompanied
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by its justi ation (and the rules operate on both), every in onsisten y that
surfa es in the agents belief state has its own justi ation ontaining the justi ations of the beliefs that ause the in onsisten y.

2 Type theory for knowledge representation
Judgements: The basi relation in type theory is the judgement ` a : T
(read as `term a has type T in ontext '). Here `a' and `T ' are both formulas
written a ording to a well-de ned syntax. a : T is alled a statement , whose
subje t is the term a. One also says that term a is an inhabitant of type T .
The ontext is a list of statements with variables as subje ts, e.g. x1 :
T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn . The judgement
` a : T an then be read as follows: \If x1
has type T1 , : : :, and xn has type Tn , then term a has type T ". Note that a
may ontain x1 , : : :, xn , so a depends on x1 to xn . The set of subje t variables
fx1 ; : : : ; xn g is alled the domain of .
Statements: The intuitive notion `has type' has a dire t ounterpart in
naive set theory, viz. `is element of'. For example, the statement `a : N'
('term a has type N'), assuming that N is a symbol representing the set of
natural numbers, an be interpreted as `a 2 N' ('the obje t represented by a
is element of the naturals'). The notion of having a type, however, is more
general than the notion of set-theoreti al elementhood. This is be ause a type
T
an represent not only some kind of set, but also a proposition . In the latter
representation, the statement a : T expresses: `a is (a term representing) a
proof of the proposition T '. One speaks of `propositions as types and proofs
as terms' (abbreviated as PAT ) in order to emphasize this usage of types.
Contexts: The ontext in a judgement ` a : T ontains the `prerequisites'
ne essary for establishing the statement a : T . In = x1 : T1 ; : : : ; xn : Tn , a
statement xi : Ti expresses many kinds of prerequisites, the simplest being:
1. xi is an element of the set Ti ,
2. Ti is an assumption (a proposition) and xi is its atomi justi ation.
However, in type theory there are di erent `levels' of typing: a type an have
a type itself. Statements expressing the typing of types deal with the wellformedness of these types. For the Ti in 1. and 2. above, we an have:
1. Ti : set, to express that Ti is a well-formed formula representing a set,
2. Ti : prop, to express that Ti is well-formed representing a proposition.
The last-mentioned statements an also be part of a ontext. So a ontext
ould look like: T1 : prop; T2 : set; x1 : T1 ; x2 : T2 . The terms set and prop
are examples of so- alled sorts , prede ned onstants on whi h the type system
is based. Every type system has a spe i set of sorts, whi h we denote by S .
We identify three hara teristi s of knowledge whi h, a ording to us,
should be taken into a ount in any attempt to formalize knowledge:
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Knowledge of an agent is partial : no one knows everything,
and agents di er in what they know and don't know. Also, knowledge
is formulated in terms of on epts whi h are subje tive in the sense that
one agent may judge something to be an instan e of a ertain on ept,
while another agent would not re ognize this as su h.
 Justi ation: Knowledge is justi ed: agents not only know things, but
they have reasons for knowing them. Generally, parts of knowledge are
justi ed in terms of more basi parts; an agent's body of knowledge is
stru tured. And even atomi justi ations are supports for the knowledge, sin e they point at an origin (an axiom, an observation, et .).
 In rementality: The knowledge of an agent an be extended as new information be omes available. Whether this information an be in orporated by the agent depends on the possibility to tie this information to
the knowledge that is already present. This may lead to simply adding
the new information, but also to dismissing it (for instan e be ause it is
in omprehensible) or even to a reorganization of the existing knowledge.
With these requirements, the traditional distin tion between knowledge and
belief disappears: there an be no knowledge whi h is true in any absolute
sense, sin e an agent's knowledge depends on his subje tive on eptualisation
of the world. At best some pie es of knowledge turn out to be more reliable
than others and some things an be agreed upon by more agents than others.
There is a natural way to apture the above hara teristi s in type theory:
 Subje tivity is aptured by types: Ea h on ept is formalized as a type,
ea h instan e of the on ept is a term inhabiting this type. An agent's
subje tive ability to re ognize something as an instan e of a on ept, is
mirrored in the ability to judge that the orresponding term inhabits the
orresponding type. Note that `having a on ept' is also subje tive in
the sense that di erent people may have formed di erent on epts in the
ourse of time. This means that one agent an have a on ept, whereas
another agent has no omparable on ept. And in ase agents do have
omparable on epts, they may di er in what they re ognise as belonging
to this on ept. In ase the type formalizing the on ept is a `set-type',
this means that they may di er in what they regard as elements of the set
(a rhododendron may be a tree for the one, but a shrub for the other). In
ase this type is a `proposition-type', they may di er in what they a ept
as a justi ation for that proposition.
 Justi ation is aptured by terms: As said before, by the PAT-prin iple,
justi ations are rst- lass itizens, formalized in the type-theoreti al
syntax as terms. The fa t that term a justi es proposition T , is expressed
 Subje tivity:
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as the statement a : T . The rules of type theory allow these terms to
be ombined into omplex terms, whi h re e ts that parts of knowledge
may be a stru tured ombination of more basi parts of knowledge.
 In rementality is aptured by ontexts: An agent's knowledge state an
be formalized as a type-theoreti al ontext. Addition of new information
to the knowledge state an be formalized by adding statements to the
ontext, dismissing information amounts to redu ing the ontext. Information may only be added if it `mat hes' an agent's knowledge state. In
type theory, a statement an only extend a ontext if it obeys ertain
well-formedness restri tions.
The knowledge state of an agent onsists of `everything he knows' at some
instant. Given our hara terization of knowledge, this means that everything
in a knowledge state is formulated in terms of the agent's on epts. Hen e:
 Meaningfulness: An agent has formed his own, private on epts, and
only things formulated by means of these on epts an be meaningful to
him. Whether or not information oming from outside (by observation or
ommuni ation) makes sense, depends on the on epts that are already
available. (We assume that the entirety of on epts of an agent is xed.)
 Inhabitation: Whatever an agent knows about the world is re orded in
a knowledge state in the form of meaningful expressions that he a epts.
This in ludes expressions about whi h obje ts `inhabit' the on epts, and
whi h propositions hold, a ording to the agent.
If we take the following (very simple) ontext as representing an agent's knowledge state: T1 : prop; T2 : set; x1 : T1 ; x2 : T2 , we an see:
 Meaningfulness is aptured by statements of the form T : prop or T : set.
That is to say, in this example the agent has two on epts, viz. T1 , whi h
is a proposition to him, and T2, whi h is a set. At this stage, there are no
other on epts, i.e. all sets and propositions whi h are not onstru ted
out of T1 and/or T2 are not meaningful to him.
 Inhabitation is aptured by statements of the form x : T , where T is
meaningful. In the example ontext, the inhabitant x1 of T1 represents
the agent's justi ation for the holding of T1 , and the inhabitant x2 of
T2 is an element of the set T2 whi h is re ognized as su h by the agent.
'Everything an agent knows' at a ertain instant an be divided into:
 Expli it knowledge expressed by the statements in ontext . These are
expli itly represented pie es of knowledge dire tly available to the agent.
 Impli it knowledge expressed by statements derivable on ontext . These
are onsequen es (obtained by inferen e) of an agent's expli it knowledge.
Hen e, in a judgement of the form ` a : T , the expli it knowledge an be
found to the left of `, and the impli it knowledge to the right of `.
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3 Con luding remarks
We explored the use of expli itly represented justi ations in belief revision
where beliefs and belief states were represented respe tively as type theoreti al statements and ontexts (for details see 3 ). Justi ations make it easy
to identify the beliefs that ause in onsisten y of the belief state and greatly
simplify the handling of dependen ies between beliefs. Our approa h is appliable to agents with limited omputational resour es be ause it is dedu tive
and we do not require that our theory of belief revision itself sele ts whi h
beliefs have to be removed. This holds independently of the strength of the
logi in whi h the belief hange operations are ast: the me hanisms that were
used to represent justi ations and dependen y relations between beliefs are
at the heart of type theory, making our approa h appli able to: a) a large
family of type systems, and hen e b) given the onne tions between type theory and logi , in a wide range of logi s2. Our work has been implemented on
the basis of a standard type theoreti theorem prover where the agents belief
state is represented as type theoreti al ontexts as des ribed in this paper 4 .
Although we know of no work in the literature where justi ations are
expli itly represented, we show in 3 that our framework is related to: a)
revision for belief bases and to Foundations Theory, but does not su er from
the drawba ks usually asso iated with foundations theory su h as problems
with disbelief propagation, ir ular justi ations, and multiple justi ations
for the same belief; and b) the work of Hansson on semi-revision, whose notion
of onsolidation an be simulated in our framework and where new information
is not automati ally ompletely trusted.
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